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Press Release 

Essen, 25 November 2022 

New uniform postage stamp tariff for the Trading 
Hub Europe (THE) market area from 1 January 2023 

The gas transmission system operators (TSOs) have recalculated  
their network charges for the Trading Hub Europe (THE) market area 
applicable from 1 January 2023 on the basis of the Federal Network 
Agency's (BNetzA) decision entitled "Approval of the recalculation of the 
reference price for 2023 (REGENT recalculation 2023, BK9-22/615)". 

OGE (Open Grid Europe GmbH) published its uniform network charge 
on 25 November 2022. From 1 January 2023, the annual charge for firm 
freely allocable entry and exit capacity will be €6,03 /(kWh/h)/a. 

Compared to the network charge of €4.82/(kWh/h)/a published in May 
2022, this is a 25,01 percent increase for booked firm freely allocable 
entry and exit capacities. 

The recalculation had become necessary following recent geopolitical 
events which led to significant distortions on the European natural gas 
market with consequences for the gas TSOs' booking and cost 
forecasts, which were not foreseeable when the charges were last 
calculated in May. The significant cost increase for the energy needed to 
drive the compressors has also had a significant impact on the latest 
calculation of the network charge. 

About OGE 

OGE is one of Europe’s leading gas transmission system operators. With our 
pipeline network spanning approximately 12,000 kilometres, we transport gas 
throughout Germany. Our geographic location makes us the central link for gas 
flows across the European single market. 1,450 OGE employees ensure 
security of supply. We make our network available to all market participants in a 
transparent and non-discriminatory way in line with market needs. We enable 
energy supply. Today and in the energy mix of the future. 
For more information about the company, go to www.oge.net. 


